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The conflict in Syria has insistently been tied to the interests of Iran and, to a lesser degree,
to Russia. Little, however, has been said about China. Beijing has a major stake in the entire
Syrian venture, based on its thirst for energy. The Chinese, along with the Indians, have
made investments in the Syrian energy sector. They will also be the main benefactors of
Syria’s share of Eastern Mediterranean natural gas exports in the future.

In 2007, after the Turkmenbashi Agreement was signed, through a tripartite agreement
between the republics  of  Turkmenistan,  Russia,  and Kazakhstan,  and the Caspian Sea
Summit was held in Tehran, between the Republic of Azerbaijan, Iran, and the former three,
it became clear that “[a] Eurasian-based counter-alliance, built around the nucleus of a
Chinese-Russian-Iranian coalition [made a] war against Iran an unpalatable option that could
turn the globe inside-out” (Nazemroaya 2007). What was not too clear was that “[a]cross
Eurasia strategic energy corridors [were] being developed” (Ibid.). It should be noted that
“the leaders of Turkmenistan, Russia, and Kazakhstan also planned the inclusion of an
Iranian energy route, from the Caspian Sea to the Persian Gulf, as an extension of the
Turkmenbashi Agreement”  (Ibid.).

Iran began constructing an enormous liquid natural gas (LNG) plant, complete with storage
facilities and loading terminals, in 2007. The location of the LGN processing plant has been
in  Port  Tombak,  off  the  coast  of  the  Persian  Gulf.  The  LGN  plant  was  made  with  China  in
mind, and an agreement with the Chinese was made for future LGN exports.

In the same year, Syria was also a part of the broader Eurasian energy strategy that united
Iran, Russia, and China (Ibid.). This is why both Iran and Russia were involved in natural gas
projects and exploration in both Lebanon and Syria. The positions and interests of Tehran
and Moscow and their relationship to Syria can be summarized in the following passage:

Russia and Iran are also the nations with the largest natural gas reserves in the
world. This is in addition to the following facts; Iran also exerts influence over
the Straits of Hormuz; both Russia and Iran control the export of Central Asian
energy  to  global  markets;  and  Syria  is  the  lynchpin  for  an  Eastern
Mediterranean energy corridor. Iran, Russia, and Syria will now exercise a great
deal of control and influence over these energy corridors and by extension the
nations that are dependent on them in the European continent. This is another
reason why Russia has built military facilities on the Mediterranean shores of
Syria.  The Iran-Pakistan-India  gas  pipeline will  also  further  strengthen this
position globally (Ibid.).
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It was estimated in 2007 that approximately 96.3 percent of the amount of projected natural
gas which would be “imported by continental Europe would be controlled by Russia, Iran,
and Syria under such an arrangement” (Ibid., emphasis added).

By the same token,  the interests  of  the United States  and its  NATO and Arab petro-
sheikhdom allies in Syria can be articulated hence:

The transformation of Syria into a client state would not only help erode the
Resistance Bloc [comprised of the Palestinians, Iran, Lebanon, Syria, and Iraq],
but it would give control over the Levantine energy corridor in the Eastern
Mediterranean to Israel  and the NATO powers.  A direct  land bridge would
connect Israel and Turkey, and Iran would be cut off from its smaller Levantine
allies in Lebanon and Palestine, which would weaken their resistance to Israel.
The Mediterranean Sea would become a full  NATO lake and a north-south
energy transit  route in the Levant would fall  under Atlanticist  control.  The
Levantine  Basin,  extending  from Gaza  to  Alexandretta,  has  several  large
natural gas reserves that have been the subjects of regional tensions over
extraction and ownership rights. Israel has been at odds with both Lebanon
and the Palestinians in Gaza over the issue. Both Iran and Russia — the world’s
two largest proprietors of natural gas — have interests in these natural gas
reserves and have been involved in projects to help Lebanon and Syria exploit
and develop their gas reserves. With control of Syria or parts of a fractured
Syria secured, these natural gas reserves would totally be encompassed by the
Atlantic  Alliance  and  the  Iranians  and  Russian  would  be  pushed  out
(Nazemroaya 2012:324-325).

The geo-political  reality in Syria also worked against the Nabucoo Pipeline and Turkish
interests.

In  context  of  this  Eurasian  energy  strategy,  what  should  become  clear  with  the
announcement of the construction of the Iran-Iraq-Syria Pipeline, after the Iraqi government
gave Baghdad’s February 2013 green light to the project, are the connections between Syria
and Pakistan with one another and with China via Iran. The Iran-Iraq-Syria Pipeline, which
will also pass through Lebanon, has been presented as a route to export Iranian natural gas
to  the  shores  of  the  Eastern  Mediterranean.  The  direction  of  the  flow  of  natural  gas,
however, can be reversed. Eastern Mediterranean natural gas from the coasts of Lebanon
and Syria, possibly even the Gaza Strip and Egypt, can be exported eastward through the
pipeline and channeled through Pakistan to China. In part, aside from its own vast reserves
of natural gas, this would also explain Iran’s mega LNG infrastructure projects, which aim to
make Iran an international hub of natural gas processing and trade.

Pakistan and Iran’s Pipeline Brinkmanship

East of Iran, a pipeline project between Iran and Pakistan has been in the works for years. At
the start it was designed to include India. What was less clear was the Chinese position.
Although not mentioned, China was always looming in the background. It is due to Chinese
interests that Washington has not been able to stop the project:

In regard to strategic energy routes, the Pentagon and NATO see the [Iran-
Pakistan-India] Friendship Pipeline as a threat or rival energy corridor to the
ones they have planned in Eurasia. Islamabad’s steadfast refusal to bow to US
demands  to  cancel  the  pipeline  with  Iran  is  directly  tied  to  Chinese
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geostrategic interests. As mentioned earlier, there is a strong possibility that
China could be included in the pipeline project or that the pipeline could form
as an Iran-Pakistan-China pipeline that would bypass India. This is a threat to
the US aim of containing China and isolating Iran, respectively, by way of
controlling Chinese energy supplies and manipulating the direction of Iranian
energy exports (Ibid.:185-186).

Like Iran and Russia, China has even offered to help and finance Pakistan with the building
of  the  pipeline  in  its  territory.  The Chinese had already been silently  working on the
infrastructure in Pakistan:

In 2007, with vital Chinese participation, the port at Gwadar became adapted
for hosting oceanic traffic. The Chinese give major strategic value to Gwadar,
because it is located on the coast of the Arabian Sea at the mouth of the Gulf
of  Oman (Oman Sea)  near  China’s  strategic  ally  Iran and the energy-rich
Persian  Gulf.  Chinese  strategists  want  to  integrate  Gwadar  with  China’s
Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region like the Karakoram Highway. If this should
be done then Chinese energy imports to China can bypass the high seas and
further insure Beijing’s energy security by insulating China from the US Navy or
any other hostile forces that would try to cut Chinese energy supplies in the
scenario of a war. Iran can also directly import to China from Gwadar. The
important  question  for  both  Beijing  and  Washington  is  if  an  independent
Baluchistan would serve or work against Chinese naval interests in Gwadar. By
supporting  Baluchistan’s  secession  from  Pakistan  or  engineering  a
Baluchistani-Pakistani  conflict  the  US  probably  hopes  that  Beijing  would  be
forced to support Islamabad’s efforts to maintain Pakistan’s territorial integrity
and its own interests. This would alienate Baluchistan from China and maybe
result in the loss of Gwadar for the Chinese (Ibid.:186-187).

In summary, the Iran-Iraq-Syria Pipeline and the Iran-Pakistan Pipeline are fragments of the
same grand Eurasian natural gas pipeline that are being weaved together like a carefully
crafted Persian carpet. This gives added context to the conflict in Syria. It also helps explain
the positions of countries like Qatar and Turkey that want regime change in Damascus. This
is also one of the reasons that the European Union has unilaterally sanctioned the Iran LNG
Company (ILC) in 2012, just before Iran began its LNG exports.
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Gas, Oil, War, and Geo-Politics in the Eastern Mediterranean

The “Great Game” is being played out by two rival blocs in Syria. On one side stand the US,
Britain, France, Turkey, Saudi Arabia, and Qatar, while on the other stand China, Russia, and
Iran. Hence the following can be restated: “The Mediterranean has literally become an
extension to the international  and dangerous rivalries  for  control  of  Central  Asian and
Caucasian energy resources” (Nazemroaya 2007). Israel is also a player in this game. Not
only does Israel have an interest in neutralizing Syria and de-linking it from Iran, it also
wants a share of the Eastern Mediterranean’s natural gas:

The Tamar gasfield, discovered in 2009 off Israel’s coast, holds great promise.
Leviathan, discovered in 2010, holds even more. The US Geological Survey
reckons  that  there  could  be  120  trillion  cubic  feet  (tcf)  of  technically
recoverable  gas  in  the  Levant  basin,  which  washes  the  shores  of  Israel,
Lebanon, Syria and Cyprus (The Economist 2013).

Hezbollah even warned Israel in 2011 “against trying to steal Lebanon’s maritime resources
and said it would retaliate against any Israeli attack on [Lebanon’s] oil and gas installations”
(AP  2011).  A  senior  United  Nations  official  even  intervened  to  ask  Lebanon  and  Israel  to
cooperate in promoting oil and gas exploration in the Eastern Mediterranean (Ibid.).

Like Israel, Turkey is also interested in getting a cut of the Eastern Mediterranean’s natural
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gas reserves, as well as controlling the flow of gas through Turkish territory:

Israel’s sea borders with Lebanon are disputed. And its energy partnership with
Cyprus  has  stoked  another  fire.  Turkish-controlled  northern  Cyprus’s  claims
overlap with Greek Cypriot ones. Turkey wants to stop any exploration. To
emphasise this point, it sent a warship into the area after test drilling started
last year (The Economist 2013).

Moreover, as suggested above, Cyprus is also a part of the picture:

Exporting liquefied natural gas (LNG) to markets where prices are high would
be nice. But this would require huge investments and a big coastal site. Cyprus
is keen but doesn’t have the cash. Israeli gas could be liquefied in Cyprus, but
that  would  mean  Israel  ceding  control—an  unpalatable  idea  for  some
nationalists. An LNG plant in Israel would be impractical, since space is limited,
environmentalists unyielding and security hard to guarantee (Ibid.).

The petro-politics in the Levant are an additional factor or layer that can be used to question
the objectives of the financial siege against the Greek Cypriot economy.

Instability in Syria and Pakistan: Washington’s Attempts to Strangle China

Ultimately, in context of Eastern Mediterranean natural gas supplies, Syria is about China,
just like the present “Second Scramble for Africa” that has targeted Sudan, Libya, and Mali.
In this regard NATO’s war on Libya and the siege against Syria are two fronts in the same
war, which is aimed at neutralizing the Chinese. The same goes for the internal crises in
Pakistan.

“The bifurcation of military and financial power globally as well as the economic rise of East
Asia both continue” as part of what scholars like Giovanni Arrigghi (2010:381) believe is a
“hegemonic transition.” Washington’s shift towards the Asia-Pacific is aimed at dealing with
the Chinese and preventing Beijing from outmatching the United States on the world stage.
Washington has worked to destabilize the planned Eurasian energy corridor(s) to China. In
Pakistan it has done this by contributing to Pakistan’s internal tensions and ethnic divisions:

The  Pakistani  province  of  Baluchistan  figures  importantly  in  this  equation.
Baluchistan is not only geo-strategically important in regard to Eurasian energy
linkages, but is also rich in mineral deposits and energy reserves. In most
cases these minerals and energy reserves are all untouched. It would be far
easier  to  procure  the  mineral  and  energy  recourses  of  this  area  from a
relatively more lightly populated independent Baluchistan republic that would
be happy selling its resources at lower prices. It could also help destabilize the
easternmost Iranian provinces, including the province of Sistan-Baluchistan. An
independent Pakistani Baluchistan could be at odds with Tehran over territorial
claims to Sistan-Baluchistan (Nazemroaya 2012:186).

This is also probably the reason that General Pervez Musharraf has returned to Pakistan
from his self-imposed exile in the United Arab Emirates, aside from the end of the united
front  against  him by  the  Pakistan  People’s  Party  and  Nawaz  Sharif’s  Pakistan  Muslim
League. It has become clear that there was outside pressure, such as from Saudi Arabia, on
the Pakistani courts and government not to prosecute him.

http://tv.globalresearch.ca/2013/03/mali-and-second-scramble-africa
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General  Musharraf’s  return to Pakistan to run for  president has no chance of  success.
Musharraf, however, can act as a spoiler and further divide Pakistani society. His return has
also got the attention of the cautious in Beijing.

If the Iran-Iraq-Syria Pipeline and Iran-Pakistan Pipeline are connected and end up supplying
China, it will amount to a major blow against the primacy of the United States. The US aims
to upset  the completion of  either  project.  Washington’s  tensions with Tehran over the
Iranian nuclear energy project should therefore also be viewed from a paradigm that also
has this in mind.

Interview with Russia Today about Libya and Syria (May 2011)
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